


“Dynamic Art, Dynamic Nature” 

Jewelry of YEMYUNGJI inspired by universe, life, and the dynamic energy of nature. 

The designer's philosophical view on gemstones helped her create a unique story of the vitality of nature that gives people the vitality 

and joy of life as it is a medium through the fusion of nature an d jewelry. The jewelry embraces the birth of the universe from the origin 

of life from minerals and the aesthetics of lines through simple, dynamic, and powerful lines. 

YEMYUNGJI is wearable art and the leader of the 21st century jewelry movement. 

-Myungi Ye- 



 
Myungji Ye (the Leader of the 21st century jewelry movement) 

 

 
• Myungji Ye gives people vitality and joy of life through 

her unique thoughts on minerals used in her jewelry. 
Her unique philosophy of jewelry came from her father 
who was a mine operator and her mother who is a 
historian.  
 

• Since her debut as a jewelry designer in 1998, she has 
received many international design awards for her gold, 
diamond, pearl, and colored stones. She also presented 
at her work at many invitational exhibitions and jewelry 
shows in countries all over the world.  
 

• Furthermore, she created a sensation through her many 
collaborative projects with global companies thanks to 
her use of dynamic lines.  
 

• She is also a Professor of the Department of Gemology 
at Hanyang University and has developed her own 
unique philosophy on minerals. She would like to 
present jewelry that resembles dynamic nature, 
blending art and jewelry as the leader of the 21st 
century jewelry movement. 
 



Hello. I’m Yemyungji.  
 
I'm a jewelry designer from 
South Korea and I’ve been 
designing jewelry for the past 
25 years, and displaying my 
work all over the world. 



 

I am glad to deliver my line, called 'mineral collection which had an exhibition in London. 



The Mineral Collection (From the Birth of the Universe to the Origin of Life) 

Minerals hold many secrets, from the 
birth of the universe to the origin of 
life. The mineral collection tells us 
the story of our dynamic nature 
using minerals, like gemstones.  
 
The story embraces the birth of the 
universe; the Big Bang, Pangea, 
Water - which is an element of life, 
the birth of organisms and even 
more.  
 
The vitality of nature from minerals 
and the unique lines of YEMYUNGJI 
have joined together to create art 
jewelry that gives people vitality and 
joy of life 



Minerals are not just simply a formative motif but a medium to describe the origin of the Universe and the basis of life. 

What is a mineral? 

Minerals have deep value in natural history because they tell us the origin of The Earth and even the universe.  



In reading the rocks, we read the story of our restless planet. We come to understand its complex patterns of interaction and the 
nature of change over deep geological time.  

National History Museum, 
London, UK 

 I used this as inspiration for my mineral collection. I chose specific stones by their gemological character for each period of the 
story.  



This collection expresses the time from the creation of the universe to the origin of life. It re-evaluates the meaning of jewelry that 
has been developed throughout time. 



Now, I would like to take you on a journey of over 13 billion years through the Earth and the Universe and through minerals 
themselves with my jewelry.  Let's start our journey into the universe.  



The first episode is Bigbang, uses Esquel. Esquel is the most beautiful 
meteorite that contains peridots. This necklace describes the energy of 
Bigbang using diagonal lines that show speed and direction.  



The second episode is the link between the Earth and the galaxy.  
Super diamonds that fell from the sky tell us the origin of universe 
through its inclusions. This Super diamond ring expresses the story 
through its dynamic lines.  



Contact is about creation of the Earth. Almandite garnet in country rock represents 
the great impact shared by the Earth and the moon at the very beginning.  
Contact shows the meeting of the two using the stone and netted lines by using 
the technique known as Yemyungji 3D netting technique since 1998. 



The next episode is the formation of the Earth's crust. Uvarovite garnets illustrate 
the vastness of it while Spessartite garnet illustrates the energy of the sun. This 
necklace describes the creation of Earth's crust through the image of Pangaea. 



This is growth energy using tourmaline which has beautiful vertical lines on 
its surface. Ascend shows the energy through emphasized lines. 



This represents expanding energy from center of the Earth.  
The symmetrical lines of the Almandite garnet show expanding energy. 
These dynamic lines are engraved repeatedly on the Development bracelet 
to emphasize the energy. 



This episode is about the beginning of structure through the hexagonal 
crystal structure of the ruby. This geometric bangle is composed of basic 
design elements in the shape of a hexagon. 



This is symmetry using spinels and fluorites, which are in the isometric system that show perfect 
symmetry of nature. This brooch is also in symmetrical, shape representing sharp points. 



Water is an essential element of life uses aquamarine, which contains water in its crystal 
structure. Dynamic lines that illustrate the waterflow and the natural geometric shapes of 
the stone exist in harmony with each other in the Water necklace. 



This is to illustrate ice age. Even the name, "crystal" has meaning 
of ice. And, the atypical shape of crystals can represent intensive 
development which is essential for the birth of an organism. It is 
made with rock quartz and netted lines in this necklace to show 
calm of the glacial period. 



Finally, the birth of life. For this episode, azurite and malachite are used. These are created in 
the time that the Earth started to contain sufficient amounts of oxygen. Creation shows 
vitality through the vivid color and organic form of the stones and blossoming lines.  



This piece is to express the vitality of life and living joy continuously. I used organic minerals such as pearl and coral for 
this story to convey the richness of ecosystems. This piece is to express the vitality of life and living joy continuously. 
. 



This necklace represented by pearl from life and YEMYUNGJI 
three-dimensional meshwork(since 1998).  



Out of the 8 planets in our solar system, only 4 are solid planets made of minerals. Out of those 4 planets, Earth is the only one 
capable of sustaining life. I think Earth is the most beautiful planet in the universe. 
 
Minerals helped give us life. For us, wearing jewelry is a way to pay homage to Mother Earth and the process which created life 
on our planet. In this way, jewelry demonstrates the circle of life/and shows us where we came from. 
 



My life mission, as a jewelry designer, is to broaden the horizons of jewelry culture. My intention is to join you to part of this 

everlasting jewelry culture in the same vein of dynamic nature.   

Artists make the world more beautiful and meaningful with their own creative thinking and philosophy. I endlessly deliver  this 

message to the world through my jewelry. I'm a designer who creates the vitality of life through jewelry. 



The vitality of nature we see in the minerals and the unique lines of Yemyungji have joined together to create art jewelry that 
brings people vitality and living  joy. The greatest gift from nature is minerals. The greatest heritage is jewelry.  
As there is no end to nature, there is no end to my dynamic jewelry designs. 
 



Mineral Collection by YEMYUNGJI 



 
2015 PACRIM11 (the 11th pacific rim 
conference of ceramic societies) presentation 
 
 
 

Yemyungji presenting her  
mineral collection 

 at  
PACRIM 2015 

GIT 2016 
JCK TUCSON 2017 

  

 
 
 

 
 
2016 The Gem and Jewelry Institute 
of Thailand(GIT), Pattaya, Thailand 
 

 
 
 
 
2017 Internatinal Invited seminar in 
JCK TUCSON ( America) 
 



 





 



Exhibition & Show 
 
2018 Invitation Exhibition and Auction, Hiton Hotel, korea 
2016 Sunny Art Centre Opening Invitation Exhibition, London, UK 
2014 YEMYUNGJI Exhibition at Burlington Arcade, London, UK 
2011 World Fashion Award Formal Style Gala Show, Grand Hyatt Hotel  
2007 High Concept Card Design 
       ($ 100,000 Gold & Diamond card) CARTE 2007, Paris, France  
2002 Invitation Exhibition of the Japanese Imperial Household, okyo, Japan 
2001 Invitation, “VICENZAORO2”, Vicenza, Italy 
2000 Exhibition at Pacific Department of  Beijing, CHINA 
2000 Exhibition at the Public Hall of Ministry of  Austrian Foreign Affairs 
        Seoul, Korea 
1999 Korea Millennium Product Exhibition, (Millennium Ball) 
        Official Residence of Korean President, Seoul, Korea 
1998 Debut Exhibition of Jewelry Designer Brand YEMYUNGJI 
 
 
 
 

Myungji Ye 
 
Jewellry Designer, YEMYUNGJI 
Professor at Gemology, Hanyang University 

www.yemyungji.com 

Designer Myungji Ye gives people vitality and joy of life through her uniqu
e thoughts on minerals used in her jewelry. Her unique philosophy of jewel
ry came from her father who was a mine operator and her mother who is a 
historian.  
Since she debuted as a jewelry designer in 1998, she has received many int
ernational design awards of diamond, gold, pearl, colored stone. She also h
ad a lot of invitational exhibitions and jewelry shows all over the world. Fur
thermore, she created a sensation through many collaboration projects wit
h global companies through her use of dynamic lines.  
She would like to present jewelry that resembles dynamic nature, blending 
art and jewelry. 
 
 
 
 
 




